
*eA carves out spaces for students of minority 
backgrounds and experience of flight. BIPoC 
students often face a variety of discrimination in 
white institutions without feeling validated and 
having space to process experiences. 

*eA aims to create those spaces for BIPoC students 
to focus on empowerment, healing and support. 

*eA holds space for those of us who 'get it' without 
needing many words or proof or a need for an 
answer to everything. 

*eA has an intersectional feminist approach and 
aims to reflect and provide positive identification for 
Queer BIPoC students and those with many more 
intersections as well. *eA provides counselling, 
workshops and regular meetings. 

*eA is strongly embedded within the structures at 
art- and designschool weißensee that provide 
empowerment for BIPoC and / or aim to continuous-
ly dismantle white supremacy within university 
structures such as *foundationClass, Kommission 
Chancengleichheit, Ich Sehe Was Was Du nicht 
Siehst project and Frauen*beauftragte

(*footnote: BIPoC is an acronym for Black, Indigenous, People of Colour and is used 
as a collective political description for people who experience personal, institutional 
and structural racism)

Empowerment for BIPoC* students 



SoSe 2020 

19.7.  Empowermentworkshop - BIPoC Virtual Walk through art   
 and design school weißensee - Ali und Mohammad

WiSe 2020

5.10.  Presentation *equalAccess at immatriculation day - Yemisi

12.11.  Empowermentworkshop - Radical Anger - Caritia

20.11.  Presentation *equalAccess at Hochschultag - Yemisi

20.11.  Empowermentworkshop - I feel you - Yemisi 

23.11.  Empowermentworkshop - Trauer und Verlust - Senami und  
 Tuğba

11.12.  Empowermentworkshop - Kreatives / Biografisches 
 Schreiben - Lahya

13.12.  Empowermentworkshop - Theater der Unterdrückten -   
 Sebastian

29.12.  Empowermentworkshop - Yoggaton - Maque

28.01.  Empowermentworkshop - BIPoC Power Sharing Healing   
 Support - Yemisi

SoSe und WiSe 2021:

Every last thursday of the month is Empowerment for BIPoC with 
Yemisi from 4-6.30 p.m. on Zoom. Please write to  
empowerment@kh-berlin.de for the invitation link.

Programme

Funded by in cooperation with:
a project by: art and designschool weißensee


